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Introduction
This manual has been designed to provide users with a comprehensive account of all the
available features on iMapInvasives - an online, GIS-based data management system that
assists all those working to safeguard environmental resources from the effects of invasive
species including citizens, volunteers, natural and agricultural resource managers, as well as
scientists, program administrators, and policy makers.
This manual covers a broad range of topics, and where applicable, instructions are provided for
PC use and mobile use. This document is meant to serve as a universal user manual for all
users within the iMapInvasives network. Any state/provincial-specific standards or procedures
provided by your local iMapInvasives program will supersede the guidelines set out within this
document.
The document is structured around the five data types stored within iMapInvasives:
Observations, Assessments, Surveys, Treatments, and Infestation Management Records.
Within each of these data types, you will find detailed and visual instructions on how to create,
edit, or view records. In addition, descriptions and instructions are provided on other
iMapInvasives features, including Projects, Email Alerts, Downloading Data, Custom
Observation Query, and Troubleshooting Tips.
iMapInvasives has a tiered user level system, and with increasing user level rank, users are
able to gain access to a broader range of iMapInvasives functions. At each step of this guidance
document, we list the user level required to access that given function. For more details on the
tiered user level system, please refer to the User Levels section of this manual.
If you have further questions about iMapInvasives functionality, need state/provincial-specific
guidance, or would like access to a higher user level for an existing account, contact your
iMapInvasives state/province administrator. If you do not have an account, you can request an
account from your local program.
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Public Map
The public map is available for the public to view, it does not require an iMapInvasives account.
Each participating state/province has its own public map showing distribution of state/provincespecific featured species by counties or watersheds. Featured species are chosen by your iMap
program, so the public map may not include all the species tracked by your iMap program. In
order to see point specific information, additional species, and additional overlays you must
request a User login.
When viewing species distributions, please note that these represent data that have been
submitted to iMapInvasives. Absence of data does not always indicate absence of the species.
To view the public maps go to imapinvasives.org and select the “Public Map” link for your area
of interest and you will be directed to the public map.

Along the top of the page there are four links that can be followed to find additional information
including: Instructions, Generate Reports, Report Invasive, and Links.

Instructions: Takes you to a page with detailed instructions describing how to navigate the
public map.
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Generate Reports: Allows the public to generate basic reports that will list the species and
reporting agencies within a specified geography.
Report Invasive: Allows the public to report an observation of an invasive species to
iMapInvasives. Reports are reviewed before being added to the database. The user will fill out
fields in a form to describe the invasive species that they observed. An email will be sent to that
iMap Data Administrator at which time he or she will follow-up with the reported sighting in the
appropriate manner.
Links: Contains a list of state/province specific links, and other links (e.g., species identification),
for additional resources regarding invasive species.
From the public map, the user can also request a login or be directed to that state/province’s
login screen.

Zoom to an area on the map:
There are several different ways to zoom to a specific area on the map, these include:

A. Use the scroll bar on the top left corner of the map to zoom in and out.
B. Hold Shift while using your mouse to drag a box around the area that you want to zoom
to.
C. Enter a location description, address, or coordinates in the Search by Location bar at the
top on the map.
D. Use the zoom box in the left panel to select a county or
coordinate to zoom to.
Adjust the map view:
iMapInvasives uses Google, Bing and OpenStreet maps for the
map interface. By selecting the basemap in the Layers box in the
left panel of the map, you can change the view of your map.
Each state/province also has specific overlays available to users.
These can be toggled on and off by selecting the layer in the
Overlays box.
View Species Distributions:
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Use the Invasive Species box located on the left panel of the map to select which species
distribution to display on the map.

Each iMapInvasives program chooses which species to display on the public map as Featured
Species. To view distributions or point locations for all species, request an iMapInvasives
account.
Print a map:
Once you have your map set to the desired view (appropriate zoom, species distributions,
basemap and overlays) a map can be printed by selecting the print

button.

Once you have selected the print button, you will be directed to a screen in which you can add a
title and description to your map and review it before it is printed.
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User Map
The User Map is available to registered users, thus it requires an iMapInvasives account. In
addition to species distributions by county or watershed, the user map will allow users to view
specific point observations, and depending on your user level, location specific assessment,
survey and treatment polygons (see User Levels section for explanation).
When viewing species observation records, please note that these represent data that have
been submitted to iMapInvasives. Absence of data does not always indicate absence of the
species.
To view the user map once you are logged in, select “View the Map” from the iMap home page.
Along the top of the map page there are four links that can be followed to find additional
information: Instructions, Generate Reports, Report Invasive/Data Entry, and Links.

Instructions: Takes you to a page with detailed instructions describing how to navigate the map.
Generate Reports: Allows the User to generate basic reports that will describe the types of
species found within a specified geography. See Custom Observation Query section for further
instructions on how to build a query to generate a report.
Report Invasive (Level 1) or Data Entry (Level 2+): Depending on your user level, this link will
either take you to a form that can be filled in with information about an observation and
submitted to your iMap Data Administrator, or it will direct you to the data entry screen (see
Creating an Observation).
Links: Contains a list of state/province specific links for additional resources regarding invasive
species.

Zoom to an area on the map
There are several different ways to zoom to a specific area on the map, these include:
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A. Use the scroll bar on the top left corner of the map to zoom in and out.
B. Hold Shift while using your left mouse button to drag a box around the area that you
want to zoom to.
C. Enter a location description, address, or coordinates in the Search by Location bar at the
top on the map.
D. Use the Zoom to County drop-down menu in the left panel to select a county or
coordinate to zoom to.
Return to section: Viewing a record from the map

Base Layers
iMapInvasives uses Google, Bing and OpenStreet maps for the
map interface. By selecting the basemap in the Layers box in the
left panel of the map, you can change the background image of
your map between satellite imagery, street maps, and terrain
maps, for example.

Map Overlay Layers
In the Map Overlay Layers box located in the left panel of
the map, a set of state/province specific layers are
available for reference when navigating the map. These
layers can be toggled on and off by selecting or
deselecting the checkbox next to the layer name. They
can be moved higher or lower in the map view by
selecting the up arrow or the down arrow
. They can
also be made more or less transparent by selecting the
transparency icon
and adjusting the percentage
(higher percentage equals less transparent and lower
percentage equals more transparent).
If you would like more information about each of the layers
on your map, contact your Data Administrator.

Print a map
Once you have your map set to the desired view (appropriate zoom, species distributions,
basemap and overlays) a map can be printed by selecting the print

button.

This takes you to a Print View where you can add a title and description to your map and review
it before it is printed.
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View Species Distributions
Use the Invasive Species box located on the left panel of the map to select which species
distribution to display on the map. Level 1 users will only see Featured Species in the dropdown menus, while Level 2+ users will see all species tracked by iMapInvasives.

Viewing Point Specific Observation Records (Level 1+)
View all observations
Go to the “Overlays” box located on the left panel of the map. From here you can check the box
next to the type of data that you want to view on the map (Confirmed, Unconfirmed,
Approximate). To view a description of the data type, or alter the transparency of the layer, click
on the info icon to the right of the listed layer.

Once you have selected the layer, all associated observation records will appear on the map.
The records are “clustered” meaning multiple records are represented by one circle in order to
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simplify the map. The number of records represented by one cluster will be displayed on the
center of the circle. As you start to zoom in, these clusters will break up and the location of each
record will become more specific.

Example of observation clusters breaking into smaller groups as you zoom in on the map.

View a Single Record
If you know the ID # of the specific record that you want to view on the map, you can display it in
one of two ways:
The first way is to type the observation ID in the “Search by Species, Location, or ID#” bar at the
top of the map.

The second way is by using the “By ID” box located in the left panel of the map. Select the ID
Type by indicating what type of record you wish to view (e.g., observation, assessment, survey,
treatment) and type the ID # in the ID box. Select “Show” to display the record and select
“Zoom” to zoom to the record.

Return to section: Viewing and Querying Observations, Viewing a record from the map

View a subset of all observations
If you want to see all observation records for one specific species, you can also use the search
bar by typing in the species name and then clicking the Magnifying Glass icon.

By building a query, you can view records that only meet certain criteria as defined in the query
builder. By selecting “Configure Query” from the “Locations” section of the “Invasive Species”
box in the left panel of the map, you can define which observations to view on the map. See
Custom Observation Query section for instructions on building your query.
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Return to Section: Viewing and Querying Observations

View Details of a Record
The points or polygons on the map show the locations of each record, but each record can be
selected and opened to view the specific details and recorded data.
Click the point or polygon on the map that you want to view. A details box will open giving all of
the basic information about that record. Note: if you have selected overlapping records, all
records will be listed in the details box.

Click the record ID # button (e.g., AZ-79165) and you will open the record details page. Here
you can see all information documented in that record such as collection information, how the
observation was made, access and directions, and comments.
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Observations
An observation is a report of a specific species, at a specific place, on a specific date. An
observation can represent an infestation (e.g. several Quagga Mussels covering a dock) OR an
individual sighting (e.g. a single Feral Swine observed in a field). Multiple observations can be
made for the same infestation/population.
Observations in iMapInvasives appear as a point on the map, with different symbols depending
on the locational accuracy of the observation (e.g., approximate records are displayed as
orange squares), and whether the observation is confirmed or unconfirmed. All contributors of
observation data must have at least a Level 2 account with iMapInvasives.
Your state/province may require or provide in-person or online training; contact your Data
Administrator for more information.
If you observe an invasive species in the field and intend to submit a record to iMapInvasives:
1. Take a photo (optional but highly recommended)
2. Record who observed it, species name, date, and location
● field forms for data collection are available under the Resources tab from your
home screen
You can also submit observations from the field using the iMapMobile App for iOS and Android
smart phones.

Creating an Observation
Using a PC
Login to your local iMapInvasives site (e.g., http://login.imapinvasives.org/nyimi/login for NY). If
you forgot your password, click the “Forgot Password?” link. If you forgot your Username, email
your Data Administrator (usernames are typically first 3 letters of first name plus full last name,
all lowercase).
FireFox, Chrome, and Safari are preferred web browsers. Older versions of Internet Explorer
(older than IE 10) are not compatible with iMapInvasives.
Once you login, you will be directed to the home screen. Go to >Enter Data > Observation
Proceed through the steps of data entry
1. PHOTOS - not required, but strongly encouraged to confirm species ID.
2. WHO - name of the observer. If not shown, that person does not have an active
iMapInvasives account: contact your Data Administrator to create or reactivate the
account.
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3. PROJECT - Is this data part of a project? If your observation should be part of a project,
contact your Data Administrator to have a project record created before entering data
(see Projects section for information on creating a project).
4. WHAT - From the drop-down menu, select the scientific name or the common name of
the species found. Click the radio buttons to see plant, insect, or animal species names.
5. WHEN - Select the data the species was observed (TIP: the calendar defaults to the
date of data entry, if you need a different month or year click the month or year at the top
of the calendar box to scroll more quickly back in time. You can also use the arrows to
scroll to your date.)

6. WHERE - The location of the invasive species. To get to the correct location, you can
either: enter coordinates, use the Search by Location box, or drag and zoom the map.
Once you see the correct location, click on the map to place a point - a yellow circle with
cross-hairs will appear to mark the point.
7. SUBMIT OBSERVATION - note the observation ID# for future reference (e.g., if you
need to list it in an associated survey or treatment record)
Return to section: User Map, Creating an Assessment, Creating a Survey, Creating a Treatment

Using the Browser-based website on a Smartphone
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Enable GPS on phone or tablet
Check network connectivity (3G, 4G, or Wi-Fi)
Keep phone or tablet in portrait orientation
Reduce photo resolution for faster upload
Take a photo of invasive plant or animal
Open your device’s web browser
Login to your state/province’s iMap page
Select “Observation” under “Enter Data”
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9. When/if prompted, hit “OK” to share your location with imapinvasives.org

10. Proceed through the steps for observation data entry
as described for PC data entry above
11. In Step 6, if you enabled your current location, the
map will auto-zoom to your location. If this is not the
location where your observation was made, there
are several ways to navigate on the map:
a. Zoom in and out of the map using the + and buttons
b. Pan the map by dragging with your finger
c. Use the inset map to ensure you are in the
correct part of your state or province; if not,
drag the blue box to the correct section of
your state or province.
d. You can hide the inset map by tapping the
arrow in the bottom-right corner
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e. You can hit the compass tool in the upper-right corner to reset your location to
the center of the screen
12. Once you are ready to place your point:
a. Tap the map to drop the yellow circle with cross-hairs. The cross-hairs
intersection is where your point will be placed.
b. If your point is not in the right location, tap the map again to move it or hold the
center of the cross-hairs and drag it to a different location.
13. Click the right arrow button to review your record, then click Submit Observation to enter
the record.

If you would like to use the out-of-connectivity mobile app, as opposed to the browser-based
data entry on your smartphone, see iMapMobile App for instruction.

Editing an Observation
An observation record can be edited by the User who entered the record until it has been
confirmed by the iMapInvasives Administrator. Edits can be made to both the data fields and the
location. Some fields are only available after submitting the observation, such as Comments,
Access, and Directions. You can also add an Assessment to the observation while it is
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unconfirmed. Once the record has been confirmed, only the Data Administrator can edit the
observation. You will usually have a few days to edit a record before it is confirmed, but this
process will be different for each state/province.

Viewing and Querying Observations
For instructions on viewing observations on the map see View a Single Record or View a
Subset of All Observations
For instructions on viewing observations in a table or by building a custom query see Viewing a
record from a table or a Custom Query
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Assessments
Assessment data is a way to describe the species population at an observation point. By
completing an assessment record you will draw a polygon around the area of infestation and
give some information about the location such as disturbance, number of organisms or percent
cover for plants, and whether follow-up is needed at the site. Users Level 3 and up can enter
assessment data. The data fields available in assessments include information specific to the
type of invasive species observed (terrestrial plant, insect, aquatic plant, aquatic animal, etc.).

Creating an Assessment
Assessment data is tied to an observation point. You must first create an observation; then you
will have the option to add assessment data. Start with the Observation Data Entry link.

Go through the steps for Creating an Observation

Once submitted, click the Submit Assessment button to add assessment data for this
observation.
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If you do not want to submit an assessment now, you can create one from the detailed
observation record as long as it is “unconfirmed”. Once the observation has been confirmed by
the iMap Administrator, you will no longer have the option to add an assessment. The below
screen image shows the Related Records area of an Observation record, where you can click to
enter an assessment for an Observation you already entered.

Assessments can be edited after the observation has been confirmed, so you can create an
assessment record now and fill in the details at a later time if you like.
Once you choose to create an assessment, the first step is to map the polygon (area of
infestation). Refer to Creating a Polygon for instructions on how to draw the polygon
representing your assessment area.
Once you have drawn your polygon, use the drop-downs and fields to fill in assessment
information; required fields are highlighted in pink.
Some fields can have multiple entries, such as Plant Maturity. Click all that apply (note the scroll
bars that show there are more options available, as depicted in the image below). The image
below is from a terrestrial plant assessment; the fields in other assessment types may be
different.
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When finished, click Update Assessment to submit the record.

Editing an Assessment
Assessments may be edited as long as they have not been deleted by an iMap Administrator. If
you are revisiting a site, please create a new assessment to reflect the current conditions rather
than editing an older record. In this way you and others can track changes over time.
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Viewing and Querying an Assessment
Refer to Viewing and Querying Advanced Records for instructions on how to view assessments
created by you or another user.

Downloading Assessments
You can download a geodatabase of assessments that you have entered or for which you were
an observer, or for your projects if you are a project lead. Otherwise, due to iMapInvasives
Terms of Use, other Users’ data is view-only to users of the iMapInvasives site.
From the iMap home page, scroll down to the section titled “My iMapInvasives Data” and
choose the assessment type from the Assessment Data drop-down. The file will be provided as
a file geodatabase (.gdb), which can be opened in several GIS programs including ArcGIS,
Garmin BaseCamp, and qGIS.

See the Downloading Data section of this manual for further information about data download
and iMapInvasives Terms of Use.
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Surveys
Survey data provides information on the search for a particular species including whether or not
the species was found (presence or absence). By completing a survey record, a user draws a
polygon around the area that was searched and then describes the specifics of the survey
(target species, amount of people in crew, paid vs. volunteer, weather conditions, etc.). Users
Level 4 and higher will be able to enter survey data.

Creating a Survey
Prior to creating a new survey record, you have the option to create the associated observation
records first, or you can have iMap automatically generate the associated observation records
after you’ve created the survey record. Generated points will be at or near the centroid of your
survey polygon; you may then edit the location of generated points by opening each observation
record. If you’ve collected many data points during your survey and want to ensure that your
survey polygon is inclusive of all these data points, you may want to create your observation
records prior to creating a survey record as you will then be able to see all of your data points
as you are drawing your polygon. If you’ve only collected a few data points, you could choose to
have your observation records automatically generated by iMapInvasives after your survey
record has been saved.
From the My iMapInvasives page, click on the Survey link under the Enter Data box.

To begin entering a survey record, you must first choose a Survey Type.
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Options for survey type include Aquatic Simple, Aquatic Systematic, Cerceris Wasp, Host Tree,
Terrestrial Simple, Terrestrial Systematic, and Linear. For a more detailed description of of
these survey types, click here.
Once you choose the survey type, the first step is to map the polygon (area surveyed for the
target species). Refer to Creating a Polygon for instructions on how to draw the polygon
representing your survey area.
Due to the complexity of the survey data entry form and the amount of time it may take you to
completely fill in the form, we recommend you regularly save your work by clicking the “Update
Main Survey” button at the bottom of the form.
Once a polygon has been drawn around the area surveyed, scroll down and begin filling in the
information located in the Basic Survey Fields section. Required fields are highlighted in pink.
If a required field has not been populated, the program will not allow the record to be saved. If
you try to save before these are populated, the screen will be redirected to the missing fields,
and they will be marked in red.
Begin by filling in the Lead Contact for the survey. If the name of the lead contact does not
appear in the drop-down list, that means this person is not a registered user of iMapInvasives.
To add their name to this list, send an email to your state administrator with the person’s name
and email address and an account will be created.
If your survey is part of a Project, be sure to tag the survey under the correct name in the
Project drop-down list. You must be a member of a project for a project to appear in the dropdown; the iMap administrator or your project leader can add you to a project. The benefit of
including data in an iMap project allows similar data to be grouped together and to be queried
for very easily at a later date. (If you’d like to add a project to iMap, please refer to the Projects
section of this user manual.) In this example, I am including my survey as part of the data
gathered by the Weed Warriors, a local volunteer group that works at keeping Presque Isle
weed-free.
If your surveyed area has a Site Name, be sure to list it in the associated text box.
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Fill in the Goal of your survey by choosing an option from the drop-down menu. Options
available include: Find potential ED/RR locations, Find new infestations, Pre-treatment survey,
Post-treatment survey, and Survey campground.

To fill in the Survey Start Date and Survey End Date fields, please choose the appropriate
dates from the calendar that appears. For questions on how to utilize the calendar, please
reference the Creating an Observation Step 5.
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In the field titled Targeted Species, select all the species that were being surveyed for. Select
species by looking up the scientific name of each in the provided pick list. In the Targeted
Species Detected section, select the species from the pick list that were found from the
completed survey. Again, select all that apply.

If none of the targeted species were found, do not leave this field blank. Select “**None
Detected**” from the pick list.
Notice that the drop-down menus (e.g., Lead Contact, Survey Goal, etc.) only allow one option
to be chosen whereas the fields that say “Select Some Options (e.g., Targeted Species,
Targeted Species Detected, etc.) allow several options to be selected. Be sure to fill in as much
information as necessary, relevant to the data collected from your survey.
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At this point, if you have not already created observation records for data collected from your
survey, you have the option to let iMap automatically generate one observation record for each
of the detected target species you just listed. In this example, I listed Alliaria petiolata (garlic
mustard) and Rosa multiflora (multiflora rose) as the two species that were detected from my
survey.
By choosing “Automatically generate one observation for each targeted species detected seen
above for me”, iMap will create two observation records, of which I will then need to access and
enter any relevant data to each record. (To access these observation records once they’ve been
created, you can go to the My iMapInvasives page, click on “View Table”, and your newly
created records should be at the top of the list. Click on each record and fill in any appropriate
information such as photographs, voucher information, and general comments about the
observation.)
If you do not wish for iMap to automatically generate your observation records for you, you can
also choose to enter these records now yourself. Click the radio button next to “Do NOT
automatically generate observations for me” and click the hyperlink “Observation record” - you’ll
be re-directed to the Observation Data Entry screen where you can begin entering your
observation records. Once you have manually entered observations, list all the Observation ID
numbers that were created as a result of this survey In the Resulting Obs IDs box (e.g., PA3859U, PA-3691U, etc.).
The Advanced Survey fields are next on the data entry form. Since there are many optional
fields available, the “Advanced Survey Fields” section is collapsed by default. Click the arrow at
the left side of the advanced section to reveal these additional data categories which include
“Who”, “What”, “When”, “Where”, “Weather”, and “Photos and Sketchmaps”. Click the arrow
next to each category to expand the data fields. None of these fields are required to be filled in;
however, they do provide an extra level of detail to your record, if needed. An example of the
“What” section is shown in the following screenshot.
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The fields at the bottom portion of the record under the “Survey Type:” heading are customized
based on the survey type you initially chose when first starting the record. In this example, I
chose Terrestrial Simple as my survey type, and the fields that appear are based on this survey
option.
In the screenshot below, I’ve chosen “Understory/Ground Vegetation” in the field titled Focus
Area of Survey, “Visual” and “Collecting” as my Sampling Methods, and “Open Naturalized
Area (e.g. Grassland, Old Field) as the Landscape Type for the area where my survey was
done. Be sure to fill in as much information as applicable as certain fields will allow you to
choose more than one option. If a certain field does not have the option you are looking for,
simply jot down the information in the Overall Survey Comments box.
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Once you have completed your record, be sure to click the “Update Main Survey” button again
at the bottom of the page to save your work. You can click the “View on Map” button to view
your finished survey record on the full iMapInvasives map.

Editing a Survey
Surveys can be edited at any time by the person who created the record or the Lead contact,
unless the record has been deleted by an iMap data administrator.

Viewing and Querying Surveys
Refer to Viewing and Querying Advanced Records for instructions on how to view surveys
created by you or another user.

Downloading Surveys
You can download a geodatabase of surveys that you have entered or for which you were an
observer, or for your projects if you are the designated Project Lead. If you are a Level 9 User,
you will also have the option to download data for your (specified) geography. Otherwise, due to
the iMapInvasives Terms of Use, other users’ data is view-only to users of the iMapInvasives
site.
From the iMap home page, scroll down to the section titled “My iMapInvasives Data” and the
parameters of the survey data you would like to download. The file will be provided as a file
geodatabase (.gdb), which can be opened in several GIS programs including ArcGIS, Garmin
BaseCamp, and qGIS.
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See the Downloading Data section of this manual for further information about data download
and iMapInvasives Terms of Use.
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Treatments
A Treatment record is a polygon outlining an area where one or more invasive species were
treated and stores the details of the treatment event (goal of treatment, treatment method,
organization, crew time and costs, weather conditions, etc). A single treatment record can
include several target species, and must be associated with at least one observation record.
Users Level 6 and higher will be able to enter treatment data.

Creating a Treatment
Prior to creating a new treatment record, you will first have to create the associated observation
record(s) and/or identify the observation ID of each observation record associated with your
treatment record.
From the My iMapInvasives page, click the Treatment link under the Enter Data box.

Once you choose to create a treatment record, the first step is to map the polygon to represent
the area that was treated. Refer to Creating a Polygon for instructions on how to draw the
polygon representing your treatment area.
Once you have drawn your polygon, use the drop-downs and field to fill in treatment information
(required fields are highlighted in pink).
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In the Targeted Species box, click on all species that were targets for this treatment. List any
associated observations records in the the Observations Affected box, separated by commas
and a space after the comma. Be sure to use the ID field as it appears in the iMapInvasives
tables (e.g., OR-2781, OR-1062U). If you have not yet created observation records you can put
a placeholder here and update it later.
Choosing a Treatment Type reveals specific data fields associated with each type of treatment.
For example, selecting “Barrier” reveals the following fields:

Each Treatment Type has its own set of fields. You can only choose one Treatment Type for
each iMapInvasives Treatment record, so if you used multiple types of treatment at one site you
will need to create multiple treatment records.
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Further down on the form are many additional fields which can be revealed by clicking the
“Additional Fields” heading, then opening each section by clicking on its heading. All of these
are optional fields.

Click the “Update Treatment” button at the bottom of the page to save your record. If you are
entering detailed information into a record, you may want to click this button to save your work,
then re-open it and continue editing.

Editing a Treatment
Treatments can be edited at any time by the person who created the record, unless it has been
deleted by an iMapInvasives Administrator.

Viewing and Querying Treatments
Refer to Viewing and Querying Advanced Records for instructions on how to view treatments
created by you or another user.

Downloading Treatments
You can download a geodatabase of treatments that you have entered or for which you were an
observer, or for your projects if you are the designated Project Lead. If you are a Level 9 User,
you will also have the option to download data for your geography.
From the iMap home page, scroll down to the section titled “My iMapInvasives Data” and the
parameters of the survey data you would like to download. The file will be provided as a file
geodatabase (.gdb), which can be opened in several GIS programs including ArcGIS, Garmin
BaseCamp, and qGIS.

See the Downloading Data section of this manual for further information about data download
and iMapInvasives Terms of Use.
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Infestation Management
Where invasive species are being actively managed, there can be many observations,
assessments, surveys, and treatments recorded over the course of many years for the same
site. The Infestation Management record provides a way to tie together all this information about
a managed infestation over time. This creates a standardized trail of documentation about how
and why the infestation is being managed and the overall outcomes of management with links to
all the detailed associated records. If management is successful, and the infestation is
considered eliminated, the symbol on the map for the infestation record will indicate it is
eliminated. This record type is also useful for grouping multiple observations of one species into
distinct populations.

Creating an Infestation Management Record
The Infestation Management Record (IMR) is represented by a polygon that groups together all
the associated data records for a population of a particular species. The user will define the
species of interest and draw a polygon that will group all the related features (observations,
assessments, treatments, and surveys) on the map. The user fills in the appropriate data fields
(Basic and Advanced) to create the base record. As management progresses, the user returns
to the record to update the Infestation Status, which creates a log to view the overall infestation
history. As new treatment, survey, and assessment records are created for this infestation over
time, they will be automatically added to the IMR.
To create an IMR, click on the “Infestation Management” link under Enter Data from the home
page. If you do not see this option, contact your Data Administrator to increase your account
access to user Level 7.

Step 1. Select the species being managed.
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After a species is chosen, a map appears that shows all iMap data related to your species:

Step 2. Zoom to the infestation location and draw polygon on map
Refer to Creating a Polygon for instructions on how to draw the polygon representing your
infestation management area.
The IMR polygon should overlap relevant points or polygons in order to be included in the
record.
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Step 3. Enter data in Basic and Advanced Infestation Fields.
Pink highlighted fields are required, and many additional fields are available. Click the Advanced
Infestation Fields arrow to expand and see more categories.

Step 4. Save base record – Click “Save Infestation Management Record”
Please be patient while the database creates your record.
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Step 5. Update Infestation Status – Add and Save updates in Status Change Table
Don’t forget this step! This is a way to record changes in the infestation management over time,
and determines the symbology on the map. Please select an initial infestation status when first
creating the record, and then come back to update the status as needed.

Updating an Infestation Management Record
Infestation Management Records can be edited at any time by the person who created the
record and the Lead Contact, unless the IMR has been deleted by an iMapInvasives
Administrator. Be sure to hit the “Save Infestation Management Record” button at the bottom of
the page to save changes.

Viewing and Querying Infestation Management Records
Refer to Viewing and Querying Advanced Records for instructions on how to view infestation
management records created by you or another user.
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iMapMobile App
Introduction
The iMapInvasives mobile app (iMapMobile) is
available from Google Play and the Apple Store for
reporting invasive species observations from your
device to iMapInvasives online. iMapMobile helps you
report invasive species locations to your online
account by using your mobile device camera and GPS
while in the field. You need to have an active
iMapInvasives account for a participating state or
province for observations to sync. To request a free
account, visit http://www.imapinvasives.org
This program is designed to work on Android and
Apple devices. The following information may assist
you in maximizing the usefulness of the program. If
you have any questions, please direct inquiries to:
imapinvasives@nynhp.org or your state iMapInvasives
administrator.

Preferences
Preferences are user settings that you customize so the app will meet your needs. You can
customize your state, username, species display names, map type, zoom level and project. To
get started, tap on the menu icon (the three stacked dashes in the upper left corner).
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Setting Your State and Username
1. Choose the state or province where you are collecting
observations from the State drop-down menu. If your
area is not shown, you do not yet have an iMapInvasives
program active in your state or province. See
imapinvasives.org for information on how to start a
program.
2. Fill out your first and last name as well as your username
and password for your
iMapinvasives account.
As you fill out your username and password remember to
make sure that the default caps lock is not on, as these
are case sensitive.
○ If you have forgotten your username, it is usually
the first three letters of your first name and your
full last name, for example: John Smith is
johsmith. If you have forgotten your password
please reset it using the “Forgot Password” link
on your local iMapinvasives website.

Setting the Species Name and Customized Species List
1. You can determine how you would like the species name to appear. If you prefer to have
names displayed a certain way, please choose either “Scientific” or “Common”. If you do
not select a preference, both the common and scientific name will be displayed.
2. A custom species list may be created to save time finding the species you work most
frequently with. Select the “Customize Species List” button and select the species you
would like display (you can have multiple species). Only these species will appear in the
species selection pane when adding an observation. If you need to add a species not on
your customized list, go back to Preferences (upper left hand button), select
“Customized Species List” and add the one you are looking for. If you do not set a
Custom Species List, the full species list for your local iMap program will display when
you are choosing a species for your observation.
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Map Type and Zoom Level
1. You can choose to have a Road or Satellite map display when entering your observation
point. At this time, if no map type is selected, then the map will be blank when entering
data.

2. You can also determine the zoom level you wish to see your point displayed at. A lower
number on the scale displays a larger geographic area on the map but less detail, while
a higher number displays a smaller and more detailed geographic area.

Default Project
1. If you are part of a “Project” for iMapInvasives, you can select a project to be the default
when collecting observations. Since the list contains all the projects for your state, you
will need to be careful to select the correct project.
2. If you need to set up a project in iMapinvasives, please contact your state administrator;
you can find contact information at www.imapinvasives.org.
Be sure to click the save button to save your preferences!
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Creating an Observation
1. Tap the + Add Observation button (upper right of the screen).
2. Photos are very important for verifying reports. Tap the camera icon (upper left) to open
your phone’s camera and take a distinguishing photo of the organism (please check to
make sure it is in focus).
○ Right now the app can only save one photo per observation. You can take
additional photos with your phone, and then add them to the observation when
you are back at a desktop computer.
○ Most phones default to very high resolutions! We recommend reducing the
resolution in your camera settings to result in photos 1 Mb or less, since
uploading lots of large files will bog down the upload process. You will need to do
this before taking a photo with the app.
3. Select your project name if needed (you can leave this blank). If you need to setup a
project in iMap, please contact your state iMap administrator.
4. Select the species you have observed from the species list. If you have created a
customized species list in the preferences, only these species will be shown. If you need
to select a species not listed in your common list, go back to preferences and deselect
the species you have chosen to display the entire list. If you need a species to be added
to the full species list, contact your iMap administrator.
5. Check the map to ensure your point is in the correct location. If the map is not visible,
your phone probably does not have connectivity (or did not at the time the app was
opened). As long as your GPS is enabled, the coordinates should still reflect your
location. If you know you will be out of data coverage while collecting data, you can preload the maps while in connectivity by opening the app and zooming to the location you
plan to be, then leave the app open until the data is collected.
6. Place the point: if GPS is enabled, the point will be placed at your current location. If you
would like to manually move the point, uncheck the GPS box just below the date field,
then hold your finger on the point for 2 seconds then drag the point to your desired
location.
7. Once you are satisfied with your observation tap the “Save” button.The app will
automatically return to the home page, however your new observation should be listed
on the top.
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This is what the observation data entry screen
looks like in the app. Tap the “Take a Photo” button
to open your device’s camera to take a photo.
Select a Project if needed.

Choose Species from the drop-down

Date defaults to the current date: tap to change.
If GPS is ticked and turned on for your device, the
observation point will default to your current
location.
Untick the GPS box to be able to move the location
manually, then hold your finger on the yellow point
on the map for 2 seconds then drag to the correct
location.

Uploading Your Observation Point
After you have created the observation(s) for your desired location(s), you will need to upload
them into the iMapinvasives database online. Please remember your device will need to have
WI-FI or data connectivity. We recommend uploading only once connected to a stable Wi-Fi
signal since the photo files can be quite large. If you are using a mobile network, data fees may
be assessed by your wireless carrier.
1. Your newly created observation(s) will be located on the top of the homepage with the
most recent shown first. To begin the upload process, tick the boxes for each individual
observation or press the upper left menu bar and choose “Select All”.
2. Make sure the observation(s) you intend to upload have a small check mark below the
edit icon on each record.
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3. Once you are satisfied with your selection(s), return to the upper left menu bar and
select “Upload Selected”. Your selection will be verified and the point will be added to
the iMap database.
4. If you find that it takes a long time or even times out while uploading your observation,
try adjusting your camera settings to take a smaller photo size for future observations.

Review your data online
The app is a great way to collect observations while in the field. However, you will need to use
the online iMapInvasives platform from your desktop computer to review and edit your
observations, add notes or related records, and upload any additional photos.
1. Go to www.imapinvasives.org/login.html to find the login page for your state.
2. Use your username and password to log in.
3. To view your observations in a table, click on “View Table”, then enter your name in the
search box to filter the selection to just your observations, or scroll down to the “My
iMapInvasives Data” section and choose from the “View My Data in a Table” drop-down.
4. Click on a table row to open the detailed record for that observation and make changes.
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Updating the Project and Species Lists
As changes are made by your state administrator to the lists of projects and species online, the
app will need to be refreshed to see these additions. Under Preferences, scroll to the bottom
and select “Update States Data”. This should be done once a month or more often if known
changes are being made.
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Creating a Polygon
Polygons are used as the spatial features representing areas that have been surveyed,
assessed or treated. A polygon must be drawn when creating the following advanced record
types: survey, assessment, treatment, or infestation management.
When entering these advanced records, a map appears at the top of the data submission page.
You can pan and zoom to your location, or use the search bar at the top of the map: enter an
existing observation ID number, decimal degrees, or an address/place name in the search bar
and then hit “Go”. (Be sure to include state/province initials following an address). In the image
below “Presque Isle, PA” was written in the search bar and the view of the map was moved
directly over top of this unique peninsula found in northwestern Pennsylvania.

Once you have navigated to the correct location, use the zoom tool on the top left side of the
map to zoom in closer to the desired area.
Click the left-most drawing tool button
in the upper right-hand corner to activate the Draw
tool, then click on the map to add vertices to your survey polygon. Double click to finish the
polygon.
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You can click and drag the vertices to reshape the polygon, or click the red “delete polygon”
icon to start again.

Notice that once you have drawn a polygon, the area of the polygon is displayed directly below
the map for your reference.
Additional layer tools are available on the left side of the map screen.The left panel of the
advanced data entry map (see screenshot below) includes several layers that can be toggled on
and off during the mapping process. These layers are available to help users draw an accurate
polygon based on observations, assessments, and surveys already in iMapInvasives as well as
state/province-specific layers chosen by your Data Administrator. (The state/province-specific
layers listed here, i.e., Streams, Municipalities, Managed Lands, and Major Water Bodies, are
specific to Pennsylvania and may be different in your state/province.)
For example, if you want to draw a polygon that includes particular observation records that are
already entered into the database, you would check the box next to “Observation”. Then all
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current observation data points in iMapInvasives would display on the map, allowing you to
draw a polygon around those points.
As another example, if the polygon needed to border one of
your state/province’s specific layers (such as Managed Areas,
if available), you would check the box next to State Layers.
When this box is checked, all of the listed state/provincespecific layers will turn on - there is not an option to only turn
on certain layers. Once all the layers load, Managed Areas will
become visible and the polygon can be drawn accurately.
If you are unsure which layers are which as they appear on the
data entry map, you can reference the symbology in the main
map’s legend. (The main map legend can be accessed by
clicking “View Map” from the My iMapInvasives home page;
map legends are at the left, with the state/province-specific
layers found under the “Map Overlay Layers” section).
Save your polygon by scrolling to the bottom of your data entry
page and hitting the “Update” button. Polygons for survey,
assessment and treatment records can be updated until the
record has been confirmed by your Data Administrator, if your
iMap program confirms polygon records.

Return to Section:
Creating an Assessment
Creating a Survey
Creating a Treatment
Creating an Infestation Management Record
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Projects
A project in iMapInvasives has two basic functions:
1. A way to organize observation, survey, treatment, or infestation management data into a
group that can be easily searched or downloaded. Examples include tracking data
collected for a specific season of field work or for work on a specific grant.
2. A way for multiple agencies to submit and share observation, survey, treatment, or
infestation management data for a common initiative.
While one user will be the Project Lead, any other iMapInvasives users can be added to the
project regardless of their organizational affiliations. Users that are listed as project members
can enter data for the project, but are confined by their user level in the type of data they can
enter (i.e., users with Level 2 (or higher) access can add observation data to the project, users
with Level 4 access can enter survey data, etc). Learn more about User Levels. The Project
Lead can download all this data and redistribute to project partners, if desired.

Creating a Project
In order to create a project, you must contact your state/province’s iMap Data Administrator.
The Data Administrator will create your project and designate a user as the Project Lead
Contact according to your request. Once the project is created, the Project Lead Contact can
add and remove users and organizations to the project.
You will need to provide this information to the Data Administrator for your iMap program:
1. Project Name (something relatively brief, like Clackamas Knotweed Grant Spring 2010
or North Coast Surveys 2011)
2. Description – brief description of the project
3. Project Lead Contact name
4. Project Start Date
5. Project End Date (if known, or if ongoing will be set to some date far in the future, can be
modified later if needed)
6. Partner Organizations (optional, Lead can add later)
7. Project Members (optional, Lead can add later)
Once the Data Administrator has created your project and designated you as a lead, you can
edit the details of the project and add or remove partner organizations and users. From the
Home Page, click the System Management button. Click the View Projects link to see a list of
the projects for which you are project lead.
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Click the record in the table to open the project’s information and make edits.

On the Project Details screen, you can change the project name, description, project date,
comments, and add or remove organizations and project members. You cannot change the
project lead – if this is needed, contact the Data Administrator.
Click in the Partner Organizations box or the Project Members box to add new users to your
project. Click the Update Project button at the bottom of the screen when you are finished.
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Assigning Records to a Project
When entering observation data online, you can choose if you are entering this observation for a
project. If you are listed as a Project Member for any projects, you will see the Project Names in
the drop-down. Select the project you wish to associate with the observation.
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You will have similar options for the other record types - the survey, treatment, and infestation
management data entry forms also have a drop-down list of your projects. You must fill in the
project field for these records to be associated with your project.
Return to section: Creating an Observation, Uploading Data, Creating a Survey

Querying for Project Data
To view observations from your project, click “Custom observation query” from the
iMapInvasives home page.

In the Custom Query screen, scroll down in the Criteria section to the Project drop-down.
Choose your project of interest, then click one of the Results buttons at the bottom of the query
window to view your results in a table, report, or on the map.
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To query for survey, treatment, and infestation management data that has been associated with
a project, use the query screens for each of these three record types. These screens can be
accessed from the Data Management tab. After selecting the data type you’d like to search
under, click on “Custom Data Query” for the ability to search by a project name.
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Each of these custom query options provides a Project drop-down list. Choose the appropriate
project name and then click View in Table or View on Map to see the results.

If you wish to download advanced records (survey, treatment, or infestation management) that
are associated with your project, see Downloading Data for more information.
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Downloading Data
Due to the iMapInvasives sharing principles and use agreements, downloading data from the
iMapInvasives site is restricted by several factors. Restrictions were put in place to make
iMapInvasives a “safe” place to share sensitive invasive species data. Data sharing agreements
vary by state/province. Some programs may widely share and distribute all their data, as all
partners have agreed to allow data sharing. Others may be much more restricted as partners do
not have permission to widely share records and may allow view-only access to logged in
iMapInvasives users.
Factors that determine your download access include: your user level; your data “ownership”
(records you have created or that someone has created in your name); projects you are
involved in; whether you are a treatment lead contact; data sharing agreements from bulk
upload data partners; and for Level 9 users, your assigned geography.
You can see what download options you have available by scrolling down to the My
iMapInvasives Data section of the home page. What you see here will depend on all the factors
listed above, but primarily these are limited by your User Level.

If you would like to increase your User Level, contact your iMapInvasives Administrator. A link to
their email address is in the footer of each iMapInvasives page.

At the lowest level of download access (user level 2), you are able to download observation
points that you submitted or that someone created in your name.
Choose your preferred format from the Download My Observation
Data drop-down. You can select either a file geodatabase (.gdb, for
use in a GIS program such as ArcGIS, qGIS, or Garmin BaseCamp) or
a comma-delimited file (.csv, which can be opened in many database
or spreadsheet programs such as MS Access or Google Sheets, or
this can be converted to a GIS file using the latitude and longitude
fields).

Polygon record types (Assessments, treatments, surveys, and Infestation Managements) are all
provided as file geodatabases (.gdb, for use in a GIS program such as ArcGIS, qGIS, or Garmin
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BaseCamp). These are all restricted to records that you have
entered, someone has entered for you, or that you otherwise
have permission to access as a project lead, treatment lead,
or organization lead.
The most permissive download for iMap users is a Level 9
Geographic Download. These are only available in areas
where data sharing agreements are in place to allow a Level
9 user to download all observation records in a given geography, such as a county, watershed,
or management area. You will need to contact your iMap Administrator to let them know what
geography you are interested in. They will then check with all contributors within that geography
to be sure data download permission can be granted. Administrators can also block certain
records from being downloadable by any users. Due to the complexity of this level of access,
geographic download may not be available in all areas.
Return to section:
Downloading Assessments
Downloading Surveys
Downloading Treatments
Querying for Project Data
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Uploading Data
Data can be submitted for bulk upload to your state or province’s iMap Data Administrator.
Check with your administrator to see if he or she has any specific requirements or an existing
template for submitting bulk data. Generally, data is accepted in several formats including Excel
spreadsheet, Access database, shapefile, or ESRI Geodatabase; however, each iMap program
has its own protocols. Observations, assessments, surveys, and treatments can be bulk
uploaded into iMapInvasives.
For observation records, at a minimum, provide your data administrator with the following
information for each record you are submitting:
WHO: iMap requires the name of the person who observed the species and his or her
associated organization.
WHAT: The scientific name of the species that was observed, preferably matching the scientific
name listed on your state/province species list.
WHEN: The date the species was observed.
WHERE: X and Y coordinates indicating where the species was observed. These can be
Lat/longs, UTMs or another system, but you must provide your data administrator with the
datum and projection of your coordinates.
In addition to the minimum information listed above, the User may choose to provide additional
information. Note that if you choose to provide this information, it can be seen by Level 1 users.
Additional information may include:
Unique ID from the original dataset: if each record has a unique identification number from
the original dataset, let your data administrator know to include that so the records in iMap can
always be associated back to the records in the original dataset. Including a unique ID is highly
recommended. Universally unique IDs are even better - see https://www.uuidgenerator.net/.
Comments about the observation: A comments field may be populated with up to 255
characters. This can include any additional information that does not fit in the Who, What,
Where, When fields, e.g., “large patch” or “mixed with native plants”.
Site Directions: General or specific directions about the site that would be helpful to land
managers using iMap data.
Project ID: If your data is part of an existing project in iMapInvasives, include the project name.
If you want to create a project, see the Projects section of this manual.
Upload of polygon records (assessments, surveys, treatments) is more complex and process
steps may vary by iMapInvasives program. Contact your iMap Data Administrator for
information on how to proceed.
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Custom Observation Query
iMapInvasives allows any user with Level 1 or higher access to query the database and view a
subset of observation records. As user level increases, additional query and view options are
available. Users can choose between different query types (Full Data Query, Common Invasive
Species, Early Detection, or Approaching Region), with the default query type set as Full Data
Query.
Users can select the query criteria, and can choose how to view the results.

Return to section: User Map, View a subset of all observations

Query Fields by User Level
The fields displayed on the Full Data Query tab will change depending on your user level. Most
of these fields are represented by drop-down menus or pick lists on the query form, allowing the
user to build the query from predetermined values. A few fields allow you to pick multiple values
(e.g., you can select more than one species from the drop down list).
By choosing different values from the drop-downs, you can craft very specific queries to view or
display a subset of the iMap observation dataset. Some examples of queries that can be
performed are listed below:
Example 1: all plant, animal, and insect observations in a certain county for a certain year
Example 2: all observations made by your organization
Example 3: all Garlic Mustard records that have been confirmed by an iMap administrator,
within a specific watershed
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The following chart summarizes what fields can be queried at which user level.
Query Field

User Level Needed

Data Set

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

Geography

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

Species

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

Species Type

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

Kingdom

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

Date Observed Range

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

Organization

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

Project

5, 6, 7, 8, 9

Data Status

3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

Data Entry Date Range

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

Types of Results
After setting your query parameters using the drop-downs and pick lists in the Criteria section,
click one of the Results buttons.
● View Table will produce a table of the observations that match your search; you can
then click on a record in the table to view the full observation record.
● View Report will produce a summary report of the matching observations (the report
lists observations per species and the organizations reporting these observations).
● View on Map will take you to the map screen and show the matching observations on
the map. You can then click on the clusters or points on the map to pull up the
observation ID and species name for those observations, which will then link to the full
observation record.

Common Invasive Species Query
The Common Invasive Species query is a simple form with only one criteria: Geography.
Choose a geography type from the drop-down (e.g., Waterbody, County) then the geography
value (e.g., waterbody name, county name). You can then click the View Report button to
generate a report for all the common invasive species reported in that geography. Common
species are designated by your iMap Data Administrator and generally include commonly
encountered or easily identified invasive species. These species often make good targets for
citizen science, volunteer, or student groups for surveying and reporting invasive species in their
area.
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Here is a section of a Common Invasive Species query report:

By clicking on the View Species List link from the Common Invasive Species report, you will
generate a quick list of common invasive species reported in that geography, or you can scroll
down to the Species Found section of the report:

Early Detection Query
Early Detection queries will only show species that have one to three observation records in
your chosen geography. The intent is to provide a list of species that are present in your area of
interest but have not yet become widely established. Once you choose your geography of
interest (e.g. county, conservation area, waterbody) you can also give a buffer distance. For
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example, if you give a buffer distance of 2000 feet, your results will show species that have
three or fewer reports intersecting or within 2000 feet of your area of interest.

Here is an example of the resulting Early Detection report:

You can open a list of the observation records with links to the detailed records, or click on View
Species List to open a list of the species reported from the Approaching Region query, or scroll
down for the species list:

It’s likely you’ll get some reports for species that simply haven’t been reported much but that are
not Early Detection/Rapid Response (EDRR) species. This could encourage you to enter a
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couple quick observations to put these species over the EDRR threshold. Or you can simply
ignore those species in the report and focus on the ones you know are priorities. While the Early
Detection query does not display results on a map, once you have noteworthy species in mind
from the report you can use the Map Query to locate the precise locations of those
observations.

Approaching Region Query
The Approaching Region Query can also be used as an early detection tool. This type of query
shows what species have been reported in your surrounding geographies but have not yet been
reported in your geography. For example, if you choose your home county as your geography in
an Approaching Region query, the results will show the species that have been reported in
adjacent counties but that have NOT been reported in your county. Here too you can provide a
buffer distance, which in this case will search that area inside your chosen geography (i.e., a
buffer of 50m for Crook County will report from surrounding counties and 50 meters inside of
Crook County’s border).
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An example of an Approaching Region report:
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Viewing and Querying Advanced Records
Viewing a record from a table or a Custom Query
You can view a table of all records for observations, surveys, treatments, infestation
management, or assessments by clicking the appropriate link under View Table box on your
home page.

You can also view observations in a table by choosing the data you’d like to view from the “View
my Data in a Table” drop-down at the bottom of your home page.

Return to section: Viewing and Querying Observations

Once you have opened the appropriate table, you can open an individual record by clicking on
its row in the table. The results of the table can be filtered by typing search terms into the search
box, such as a username, date, survey type, or species name. A particular record can also be
queried by clicking the “Custom Data Query” button at the top right corner of the table.
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The Custom Query allows you to search different fields specific to the record type (i.e.
assessment, survey etc.). These fields may include the person who submitted the record, the
organization affiliated with the record, the date of the survey or treatment, or various other
criteria. Use the drop down menus to define the criteria for which you want to search for
records. See the image of the Treatment Custom Query as an example.

Once you have set your parameters, click View Table to see the resulting list of records in a
table, or View on Map to display the records on the map.
The custom query for each record type can also be accessed under the Data Management tab.
From the home page select “Data Management”
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Scroll down to the section for the record type that you wish to query, and select the “Custom
Query” link. See the image of the treatment section under the “Data Management” tab as an
example.

Viewing a record from the map
An advanced record can also be found by navigating the map. You can either:
Use the search bar to enter your record ID number and zoom directly to the record. For
instructions on how to do this, see View a Single Record.
Or, if you do not know the record number, navigate to the area where you would expect to see
the record mapped. For instructions on navigating the map, see Zoom to an area on the map.
Once you have zoomed to the area where the record you want to view should be mapped, turn
on the appropriate “Invasive Species Details” Layer.

Click the polygons visible in on the map to generate a table of those records. Then click on the
ID button to open the full record details.

Return to section: Viewing and Querying an Assessment, Viewing and Querying Surveys, Viewing and
Querying Treatments, Viewing and Querying Infestation Management Records
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Email Alerts
iMapInvasives allows any user with Level 1 or higher access to set up automatic email alerts.
The process for setting up an alert is similar to creating a custom query - choose the parameters
for your alert based on your species of interest and geography of interest. Once established,
email alerts will notify users about confirmed observations submitted to iMap. Email alerts are
run on observation records only, and will be automatically generated nightly if new records
match your alert criteria.
To manage or create email alerts, click the “Manage My Alerts” link from the home page.

You will be redirected to the Alerts Table which will list all of your current alerts (if any).
To create a new alert, click the “Add New Alert” button.
To pause/delete an existing alert, select the alert from the table and click “Deactivate Alert”.
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Once you have selected “Add New Alert”, you will be redirected to the Alert Information Page
from which you will configure your email alert.
First, you must choose an Alert Type. There are three types of alerts: 1) Continual, 2) Early
Detection, and 3) New to Geography.

1) Continual Alert
Continual alerts will notify users of confirmed observations, and will remain active until the email
alert is deleted.
The field Species by gives the option to select the species you are interested in from the
following categories: Taxonomic Family, Taxonomic Class, Kingdom, and Assessment Type
(Aquatic Animal/Plant, Terrestrial Animal/Plant, and Insect). All of these options are available for
Continual Alerts - i.e., you can set up continual alerts for specific species or higher taxonomic
levels (class, family, or kingdom).
You must select a Geography Type, which can either be a specific geography, or you can
choose “State” to get alerts from anywhere within your state or province.
Buffer distance allows you to get reports for observations that fall within a set distance from
your chosen area.
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The Alerts Requested field sets the number of alerts you’d like to receive, or in other words,
how many new observations will trigger an alert before the alert becomes inactive. Continual
alerts have this value set as infinite, and will remain active until you delete the alert.
Additional Email Contact allows you to put a second contact email for the alert to be sent to.
Note that email alerts will only be sent to the email address associated with your iMapInvasives
profile unless otherwise requested.
The Advanced fields allow you to further restrict when your alert is triggered.

The “Is Common” field allows you to select “Yes” or “No”, thereby generating alerts for only
species on your iMap state/province Common list (each iMap Data Administrator determines
what is on the Common list), or alternatively, excluding these from alerts. You can view a list of
common species by using the Custom Observation Query tool (available on the “My
iMapInvasives” page). Click on the Common Invasive Species tab at the top of the query tool
and then click View Report.

Featured species are those species for which the public is able to view distributions without
logging in to iMap. You can see what species are featured by looking at the drop-down species
list from your state’s Public Map, e.g. imapinvasives.org/orimi/map. You can also click View
Report for All Data from the “My iMapInvasives” page, then scroll through the Species Found list
to see what species are Featured (look for a tan box labeled “Featured Species”).
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Significant Records are triggered for the first observation of a species within a county. Legal
Status allows you to generate alerts for only prohibited, regulated, or non-regulated species.
Click “Create Alert” once you have chosen your parameters. Before the continual alert is
created, a message appears reminding you that with the creation of this alert, you will receive
emails EVERY time an observation occurs that fits the alert’s criteria. To stop receiving emails
for this alert, you must deactivate the alert by opening the alert from your “Manage my alerts”
page and clicking the “Deactivate” button.
Click OK to proceed with creating the alert.

2) Early Detection Alert
This type of alert is active only for the first few confirmed reports for your species of interest, and
in your area of interest. Once a certain number of confirmed reports have been reached, you will
stop getting notices as this species would now be considered established rather than an early
detection species. Users should keep in mind that the Early Detection alert will only trigger from
records that have an observation date of one year old or less.
The field Species by gives the option to select the species you are interested in from the
following categories: Taxonomic Family, Taxonomic Class, Kingdom, and Assessment Type
(Aquatic Animal/Plant, Terrestrial Animal/Plant, and Insect). For Early Detection Alerts, only the
option “Species Name” is available to choose from.
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You must select a Geography Type, which can either be a specific geography, or you can
choose “State” to get alerts from anywhere within your state or province.
Buffer distance allows you to get reports for observations that fall within a set distance from
your chosen area.

Alerts Requested sets the number of alerts you’d like to receive, or in other words, how many
new observations will trigger an alert before the alert becomes inactive. Users may choose to
receive up to ten emails when setting up an Early Detection alert. For the alert shown above,
I’ve requested to receive three email alerts, meaning I will receive alerts for the first three
Hydrilla observations found in or within 1000 meters of York County (observed within the past
year). The fourth and subsequent observations will not generate an alert.
Additional Email Contact allows you to put a second contact email for the alert to be sent to.
Note that email alerts will only be sent to the email address associated with your iMapInvasives
profile unless otherwise requested.
Once the alert has been created, you can click the “Check Alert Now” button to test if your alert
conditions are true (if an email will be generated from your alert). If you no longer want this alert
to be active, click the “Deactivate Alert” button. You can reactivate the alert at any time.

3) New to Geography Alert
The New to Geography alert will send a notification if your specified area of interest receives a
report for a species that has never been reported there before. Any new species found in the
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geography of interest will trigger an alert. This alert is especially useful for park managers and
natural resource managers wishing to keep track of new invaders in a particular park or
waterbody that they manage.
Unlike the Continual and Early Detection alerts which only trigger alerts based on observations
that are one year old or less, this type of alert will trigger from records observed up to 200 years
ago.

The field Species by gives the option to select the species you are interested in from the
following categories: Taxonomic Family, Taxonomic Class, Kingdom, and Assessment Type
(Aquatic Animal/Plant, Terrestrial Animal/Plant, and Insect). For New to Geography Alerts, none
of these options are available to choose from (if you want to set up alerts for particular species,
setting up a Continual or Early Detection alert would be a better option).

Example Email Alert Notification
Here is an example of what an email alert will look like when sent to your inbox. Click on the
various hyperlinks to:
1) See the specific email alert
2) Show the observation matching the alert criteria
3) Deactivate this alert.
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Troubleshooting Tips
Map View
●
●

If something is not showing up on the map, move the page slightly or zoom in and out.
Be patient, data can sometimes take a while to appear.
If the points or polygons are taking a while to load on the map, try turning off all layers,
zooming in to the location you are interested in, and then turn on your point or polygon
layers.

Data Entry
●

●

●

●

If you are unable to enter or edit data in iMapInvasives, one of the reasons may be due
to your user level. Check out the User Level section to learn about the user level system
and the data types you can enter with each level.
Once an observation is confirmed by either the state administrator or a project leader,
that record is now locked and uneditable. In order to edit your confirmed observation
record, contact your state administrator and request that the record be unconfirmed so
that you can make any necessary edits.
When entering an observation, at Step 5, the calendar defaults to the date of data entry.
If you need a different month or year click the month or year at the top of the calendar
box to scroll more quickly back in time. You can also use the arrows to scroll to your
date

Having trouble saving your record or drawing polygons? Perhaps it's due to the browser
you’re using. FireFox, Chrome, and Safari are preferred web browsers. Older versions of
Internet Explorer (older than IE 10) are not compatible with iMapInvasives.

User Login
●

●

If you’ve forgotten your username, contact your state administrator and he or she will
provide you this information. In many instances your username will be the first three
letters of your first name and all of your last name with no spaces in between (Example:
Leroy Brown = lerbrown).
If you’ve forgotten your password, go to the login page for your state or province and
click on “Forgot Password.” From there, type in the email address or the username tied
to your account. An email will be sent to you with a link to reset your password.
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●

Sometimes the email address linked to your user account is out-of-date (e.g., the email
address on file is from a previous job and is no longer active). In this case, you will need
to contact your state administrator directly so he or she can change the email associated
with your account.

General Inquiries
●

●
●

After a version update, you must clear your browser’s cache before logging on to iMap.
An easy keyboard shortcut is ctrl + shift + delete and select clear your cache and then hit
the F5 key to refresh the page.
Look at the documents under the “Resources” tab to see if your question can be
answered.
When reporting any issues to your Data Administrator, be as detailed as possible when
describing what you were doing. Screenshots and URLs are very helpful, as are step-bystep descriptions of what you were doing before the issue occurred.
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User Levels
Access to iMapInvasives is tiered by several user levels, with each progressive level gaining
greater access to the site.

Level 0 (No Account)
Users without an iMapInvasives account can access the Public Map to view watershed and
county/municipality-level distribution maps for featured species.

Level 1
View Only - Level 1 users have access to view and query observation points, but cannot enter
new observations.

Level 2
Observations - access to creating, editing, viewing, and querying observation records.
Observations describe the what, where, when, and reported by whom of an invasive species
sighting. Observation records may include optional information on site access, directions, and
general comments.

Level 3
Assessments - access to creating, editing, viewing, and querying assessment records. An
assessment is associated with an observation record and includes additional information
regarding the extent and description of the infested area surrounding an observation.

Level 4
Surveys - access to creating, editing, viewing, and querying survey records. A survey polygon
records a planned search of an area to determine presence or absence of specific invasive
species.

Level 5
Project Leads - at this level you can ask your Data Administrator to create projects, such as a
grant, class project, field season, site, etc. Creating a project allows Observation, Survey, or
Treatment records that are submitted by a User at any level to be tagged with that project name;
thus, making it easy to query and report on your various projects. To create a project you will
need to provide your Data Administrator with a project name, project lead, project member list, a
start and end date, and a project description. Project leads are able to confirm observations
submitted by their project members.

Level 6
Treatments - access to creating, editing, viewing, and querying treatment records. A treatment
polygon records an area where one or many invasive species have been managed. Detailed
information about the type of treatment, personnel, weather conditions, and outcomes can be
recorded.
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Level 7
Infestation Management - group multiple observation, assessment, survey, and treatment
records for a species in the same area together using an infestation management record. You
can attach documents such as management plans and site maps, and record management
actions and outcomes over time. Update the status of the infestation management record to
quickly visualize outcomes on the map.

Level 8
Organization-level Download - one or two people per organization can be given a Level 8
account, allowing them to download all data for their organization. Generally this is a GIS
manager or program manager for the organization.

Level 9
Geographic Download - if data sharing principles are in place for a set geography, access can
be given to a representative of that area to download all data regardless of ownership. For
example, if all data submitters within a county have opted in to data sharing, a representative
can be given Level 9 access to download all data within that county.

Level 10
Data Administrator - this level gives the Data Administrator the right to create and deactivate
user accounts, add species to the species list, confirm or delete observation records, and a
multitude of other administrative tasks.

Level 11 and 12
National Administrator - these users manage the iMapInvasives infrastructure and code, housed
at the Florida Resources and Environmental Analysis Center (FREAC), part of Florida State
University.
Return to section:
User Map
Observations
Assessments
Surveys
Treatments
Creating an Infestation Management Record
Creating a Project
Downloading Data
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